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Grade Survey Results Revealed
by Fred SOuk
A questionnaire survey taken
by the SBA Grade Reform.
Committee
has
revealed
a
significant amount of. student
discontent with various aspects
of grading policy at this school.
The survey was conducted in the
week after Thanksgiving, and
700
questionnaires
(200
first-year
students,
500
upper-class
students)
were
returned.
The initial question was' a
general one, attempting to gauge
the student's
overall feeling
about present grading policy. Of
700 students responding, only.
4% expressed total satisfaction
with the present policies; Of the
rest, 32% wanted minor changes,
31% major changes, 11% total
change; . and 22% had no
opinion. Night students and
students> with a grade point
average of 80 or above tended to'
be slightly more satisfied with
the present system.
Preferences as to the form
grades should take were as
follows: 22% for the present
number
system,
22%
for
pass-fail, 19% for A-B-C-D-F;
15% ForA+,A,A-,B-t' ... , 8%for
no grades at all, 14% no opinion
or
other
ideas.
First-year
students (30%) favored pass-fail,
while ",ight
students
(30%)
favored numbers. The lower a
student's
grade. average, the
more he or she tended to favor
no grades or pass-fail.
If a letter or number system
of grades is to be augmented by
an option
to take .courses
. "credit-no credit," 39% of the
students responding felt that this
.option should be unlimited (that
is, that the student can take as
many courses "credit-no credit"
as desired). The other responses
went as follows: 15% wou Jd
extend
the option
for six
semester hours only, 14% for
twelve semester hours, 10% for
three semester hours (as is
presently done), 5% for no
option at all, and 17% no

.
opinion or other ideas. Of the
other ideas, the one most
commonly expressed was that a
'student should be able to take
one
course
per
semester
"credit-no credit."
Two questions dealt with
possible ways that the 'grades of
one professor could be equalized
somewhat with the - grades of
another. 'One question proposed
a specified distribution or curve
of grades (for example, 5-15% A,
25-45% B, 25-45% C, 5-15% D,'
0-10%.F - this is only one of
many, possible examples). This
idea was completely rejected by
43% of those responding, while
26% felt it should be tried in
required courses only, 8% felt it
should be tried in all sections
(containing 30 or more students)
of all courses, 8% felt it should
be applied to all sections of all
. courses regardless of size, and
15% expressed no opinion. The
other ,question
offered-the
proposal
that
in
sections
(containing 30 or more students)
professors should see that the
median' grade -falls within a
specified range (for example,
under a number system, the
median should fall between 72
and 78 - this is only one of
many possible examples). This
idea met with much more
favorable response than the
other one: 29% would apply it
to required courses only, 28%
would apply it to all courses,
24% reject the idea altogether,
and 19% have no' opinion or
other ideas. The higher the
.. student's
grade average, the
more he or she tended to like
both of the proposals.

those responding felt that exam
papers and other written course
work should always be returned
to the student by the professor.
Another 28% felt that such
rnaterial.need not .necessarily be
returned but should always be

available for review.
. As to what a student should
be able to do if he or she does
not feel that the grade given is
"correct, 39% of the respondents
felt that the student should
merely protest to the professor

and asked fora
change while
another 39%'felt that appeal to a
committee of professors and
students who would re-grade
would be appropriate. Of the
rest, 6% said the student should
(See GRADES, p. 2)

Howard law School Strike Ends

by Chuck Leone
Students
at Howard Law
School, after a meeting over the
weekend. with members of, the
board of trustees, ca lied off a
boycott of classes that had been
in effect since January 16, the
beginning Of the semester. The
strike,
called
because
of
accumulated student grievances,
had run almost two weeks with
an estimated 80 to 90 percent
effectiveness.
The strike was precipitated
by several factors,
including
unilateral
administrative
and
faculty
action
rescinding
demands won during protests
and boycotts in the sixties, and
arbitrary grading procedures of
certain professors.
.
On January 18, two days after
the boycott had begun,three
students,
allegedly'
with
administrative
encouragement,
sought an injunction against ail
picketing and making noise' in
and around the school. The
plaintiffs alleged harrassment by
the strikers, and mentioned in
passing that the American Bar
Association
accreditation
committee
was due to visit
Howard the, following week .
Judge Block, Superior Court,
took judicial notice and granted
a temporary restraining order; an
Should
class participation
appeal was denied by the D.C.
affect a student's grade? The Court of Appeals. The hearing
responses were as follows: 50%- for a permanent injunction was
think class participation should
continued until February 10.
The
strike
is
being
raise but not lower a grade, 36%
think it should not affect the co-ordinated by the Student Bar
grade at all, 10% think it should
Association, the members of
either raise or lower the grade, which "Vere named, along with
. and 4% had no opinion.
the
class
presidents,
as
in the temporary
A sizeable majority (69%) of defendants

restraining order. In response .to
the decisions of a December' 22
faculty meeting, held the day
after vacation had begun, and at
which no students were present,
the Student Bar Association and
strike committee issued a list of
sixteen demands which outlined
the grievances of the students.
The list included demands
that a faculty-student committee
be formed to safeguard the
rights of students, that class
schedules, course notices, and
book lists be published two
months
in advance of the
beginning of the semester, that
students be able. to transfer to
other sections, that students be
notified sufficiently in advance
of dates of registration and class
commencement,
that students
be given sufficient
advance
notice
of
continuance'
of
scholarships, that there be an
end
to
capricious
grading
practices,
that
compulsory
attendance and signing of roll be
eliminated,
that the reading
period
before'
exams
be
extended to seven days, and that
the right to re-exam be reta ined
for students who have failed.
The demands are now in the
process of being expanded and
refined.
Acting Dean Herbert O. Reid,
the fifth person in the dean's
office since 1969, refused to
consider the demands presented
to him and said, in a joint
facu Ity -administration
statement, that he would not
reply, calling the demands "in
poor taste, contemptuous, and
insulting in tone and approach ." ·

When asked reasons for the
.strike, students mention many
details - - the fact that class
attendance is mandatory, that
class schedules and book lists are
published at the whim of the
professors, and that grading is
often
capricious;
but
an
underlying and key grievance
emerges - a total lack of input
into the directions and processes
of their own education. The
students claim that the attitude
of the administration and some
faculty members is paternalistic
and condescending, "an attitude
that
YOU'd expect
in an
elementary school, not in a law
school," a second-year student
commented.
As of last week, an assessment .
of the situation
revealed a
stand-off. The. students were
tired but remained united; some
were doing research, others
attended alternative classes. The
administration was determined
to hold out, but remained
worried
about
the
once-postponed
ABA
Accreditation Committee visit.
After a weekend meeting with
members of the Board of
Trustees, the SBA announced on
Monday that "the strike, as a.
tactic, is over." Several of the
demands . were met, but the
administration did not accede to
the list as a whole.
Students seem determined to
continue their work to change
the administration's
attitude;
but the first obstacle, that of
recognitio'n of the students and
the legitimacy of their demands,
had passed.

Moot,·Court.,Finals;~
First- Year Program

'.

competition in this finalround
and extends to a/l' an invitation
The Van Vleck case club to attend ..
* * *
announces its final round in the
The Case Club also announces
Uppe rclass . Moot
Court
its first year competition for
Competition to be held at 8:00
PM, Friday, February 16, in first year students. The case to
be argued involves the lawfulness
room 100, Building C.
The case to be argued involves of an antihijack search of a
boarding
passenger
on
a
a
challenge
to
the
domestic
airline flight,
the
constitutionality
of the pretrial
of seizure of illegal
preventive detention statute of legality
the
hypothetical
state
of gambling slips found in his
and
whether
the
Stockton.
The forum is the luggage,
exclusionary rule would protect
United States Supreme Court;
passenger
from
being
certiorari having already been the
required to testify, solely on the
granted after the state ruled that
basis of the gambling receipts,
Petitioner Janet Adams could
before
a
Grand
Jury
constitutionally
be detalned
investigating
interstate
pending trial upon the authority
racketeering.
of the state statute.
The
format
of
the
The contestants are members
competition will consist of four
of the two teams thatscoredthe
rounds:
two preliminaries, a
highest after the preliminary
rounds and who defeated their semi-final and final. Teams of
opponents in the Semi-finals last two students will represent the
litigating parties. One brief and
December.
Richard
Kurshner
one memo will be required and
and Ray Kimbal will represent
Petitioner
Adams and argue each member of the winning
against Michele Gillig!!n and team will receive one hour of
academic credit. This year the
Dennis
Muchnicki
for
Case
Club
is
introducing
Respondent, State of Stockton.
A distinguished
panel of seminars to be conducted by
judges will hear the case, and ( distinguished members of the
judge
the contestants'
oral legal community that will assist
argument skills. The judges are students in their strategical and
the Honorable Spottswood W. tactical approaches to appellate
brief
preparation
and
oral
Robinson
III, Circuit Judge,
United States Circuit Court of argument.
The first meeting took place
Appeals for the District of
last Friday where the program
Columbia; the Honorable George
was discussed and the rules were
F. MacKinnon, Circuit Judge,
United States Circuit Court of handed. Seventeen teams have
Appeals for the District· of, already entered and there is still
for
those
who
are
Columbia;
and
David
C. time
interested to enter and the Club
Acheson, Esq., Vice President
those who have
and
General
Counsel
of encourages
questions about the program to
COMSAT (former United States
Attorney
for the District of contact a member of the Honor
Board. The Club is looking
Colurnbia.l
After the case has been heard forward to a successful program:
competitive
as
well
as
and a team declared the winner
All first
year
of this year's competition, the educational.
students, both day and night, are
Case Club will hold a reception
to which all are invited. Each invited. For more information
please contact John Hoglund,
member of the winning team
President of Van Vleck Case
will receive $100 for their effort
and success. The Club looks Club, 4th Floor, Bacon HalLTel.
forward to exceptionally keen 676-6835.
by Arthur Lesenger

GOT 'OEM A-1 POST -FI NAL
HORNBOOK BLUES AGAIN, MONNY

Grodes, from p. 1,

accept grades without protest or
appeal, 5% had other ideas, and
. A Tragic Ballad
11% had no opinion.
(sung to the tune of "Fire and Rain", with apologies to
The present system of giving
James Taylor)
honors to any student with an
average of 75 or more met with
Just yesterday morning,
the approval of 39% of the
You let me know I was wrong,
respondents,
while 13% felt
MonrQ,ethe test you gave put an end to me.
honors should go to only the top'
I walked into class
ten per cent of a graduating
and the exam was so long,
class, 16% felt they should go to
I could not remember any UCC.
only the top twenty-five per
cent, 2% felt they should go to
only the top fifty per cent, 6%
Chorus
felt they' should go to anyone
Oh I studied Contracts and I studied Crim,
with an average of 80 or more,
.1
studied Torts 'til the midnite oil burned down dim,
10% felt they should go to no
I
studied
them on Christmas Day and then,
one at all, and 14% had no
I swore I'd never study them, again.
opinion ..
There
was
overwhelming
sentiment (87%) that the school
Won't you look down upon me Jim Starts,
should not send a student's
Have mercy on this man,
academic
record to anyone
I just won't pass it any other way.
without the student's written
My eyes are aching and
perrnlsslon
8% felt it would be
I crampedmy pen hand,
.
all right to send the record
I don't wanna be no lawyer anvwav.
without such written permission
.,.
to those who might hire the
student,
Chorus
.f
The final question of jhe
survey asked the respondent to
Spent hours of time in the bookstore line,
characterize his or her overall
Reading 'bout things to come and
experience as a law student at
Dreaming
of my Torts exam in pieces on the ground.
this school. The responses were
. Don't she know we didn't give her
as follows:
4% felt their
All those gifts just for fun,
experience
here
had
been
1'1/ babysit for nothing if she'll just come around.
extremely worthwhile,.37% felt
it
had
been
generally
worthwhile, 34% were neutral,
Oh,l studied Contracts and I studied Crim,
. 13% felt it had been generally
I studied Torts 'til the midnite oil burned down dim,
unsatisfying, 4% felt it had been
Istudied
them on Christmas Day and then,
worthless,
and 8% did not
I swore. I'd never study them, one more time again.
answer.
,
Of' 474 respondents
who'
by Steve Cook
specified .: their grade average
(first-year students did not yet
have
. any
grades),
the' r;::=~==~C:::=:xlIC=::)tIC=;::)!nc:=~t1C==:xIC=\)
distribution was as follows: '3%
PIZZA
STEAKS
COCKTAIlS'
had an average of 65-69, 27% of
70-74, 49% of 75-79,19%
of '
80-84, and 2% of 85-89. This
would indicate that 70% of these
students
will graduate' with
"honors."
Many
respondents
made
written
comments
on
the
questionnaires. The predominant .
Restautrlnt & Lou~ge
comment was objection to 'the
·1911-'13 Pennsylvania Ave" Nyl
use in one of the questions of .
"she" rather than "he" to refer'
to the nouns "student"
and
"professor." • One student went
so far as to surmise that the
2 Blocksfrom Campus
Moderate Prices
questionnaire had been written .
by a "female chauvinist pig" (in'
>-

actuality, it was constructed by'. U==::MIcC=R=E)lD:aci=T=C=AR:;:l'
~D=S=~==>IIC==3;:)3a8-0c::664=)I:I<=:=J
males). There were a number of "i

* * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * **

comments
(mostly . negative).
about
professors,
and
one*
student pointed out that "the ic
only .thing more ridiculous than. •
the professors are the students." •
Some
students
felt
,that,.
professors should also be graded. '.
Cynicism was in evidence; one
student saw the legal profeSSion·
as consisting mostly of "vulgar, . -fie
aggressive, grasping people" and' ic
others felt that law school is "all .~.
a' joke." There 'was even despair ~
as one student saw law school as
a "devastating experience which
merely exemplifies the worst to
come in life,"
The SBA Grade
Reform

MAK~ YOUR RESERVATIQN
TRAVEL SERVICE:
MARVIN CENTER
GROUND FLOOR

SPRING VACATIONSPECIALS
International
EuraiJpass
L..-~

__

Student 10 card
Britrail pass

ic

iC

ic

iC
iC

YOUR CHANCE TO
GET INVOLVED

Petition for appointment

)f-

lit-

to:

STUDENT COURT .
I
d
b

two aw stu ent mem ers;
three student members 'at-large;
appointment begins March t
COMMITTEE

ON THE JUDICIAL

SYSTEM

one stu~ent. member at-large;
appointment begins May 1

'*

**
*
**
'* **
**
**

Committee wil~ be attempting to icSTUDENT -FACULTY
COMMITTEE ON APPEALS*
formulate sensible proposals for.
'.,
,
change, and it welcomes any' iC
four student members at-large;
comments, ideas or information . ic:
appointment begins May 1
that any student or- professor, ... .
might 'have: See your SBA . iC :
representative, or write to this' ic .
Petitions Available in Student activities
newspaper.
. : ic
Office - Marvin Center 425

'*

.' ic '
Pi~-School for 2~4~ year
olds in Georgetown Area is
looking forchildren. 9 a.m. to
. 1p;m. sessions.
.

,iC'
ic
~
~
,iC

.....-"""" .........~-:-_CI-;A-;~~.L~.6
.....
~t't:_-~tr968"":",,r~--::'7~.::.~,:,!__,...,..,
. .....,.....,.~.,.S_:~~,
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DEADLINE FOR PETITIONING
FEBRUARY 9 (5pm)

Selections will be made by Student Nominating
Board an dC' ommlttee on t h e J U d'ICla
, 1Stys e m

*'* *,*.*_*,-It ,** ,*.* ****.* * **,**

**
**
*
*

**
**
1 ~ ,

'Academic Star
System'. Evaluated

For.: What It's ·Worth'

rained upon the Vietnamese word had come down from the
top to keep things cool. I'm sure
,.The madman shouted in' the prevented the humor and there
by Paul Beck
he believed it.
was little time for goodwill.
Talking change or making change. What am I doing here? Though market place.'No one stopped to
As would happen in the
It could have been a day for
Thus, it .was
parasitic and quite advantaged, I shall not dawdle over that: answer him.
another march. But it was no streets of Peking for a political
self-sacrifice is the most sterile form of self-indulgence (toda rabah, confirmed that his thesis vvas
longer the beginning and I did event, loud speakers positioned
Oscar Wilde). So let's not get our egos embroiled in games and waste incontrovertible.
not see the sense of marching on a nearby building blared the
D. Hammarskjold
good energy doing little. Instead, let's talk about making things
down
Constitution
Avenue words of the inaugural address.
happen, actually doing things.
, It could have 'been a day for against the tide of Pennsylvania's The only way we escaped them
I don't know exactly what I believe, but I do know for sure some
another march. They had always inauguration five blocks away. was to shout the words down.
things I don't believe: I don't believe that passing a law is the
been exhilarating despite the Instead, at nine-thirty I staked When the Jacksonville Florida
equivalent of its enforcement as if that were a natural and flowing
position at the corner of band positioned itself in the
sorrow and anger behind our out
consequence; nor do Ibelieve that law changes people's lives simply
14th
and
Pennsylvania waiting middle of 14th Street, we could
gatherings. They reaffirmed the
by virtue of what happens in the courtroom, but that it is what
impact on the not drown out their drums and
diligence to end the War and to directly
happens afterward
which really matters: whether there is
We tried.
The
inaugural. Contrary to the Post, trombones.
celebrated the goodwill,the
compliance and a relationship between the court and the people and
sense of identity and common there
were
hundreds
of pom-pom girls froze in their
places following.
,
spirit .which illuminated
our protestors aligning the streets. All-American silk hotpants ,
I live every day of this experience reminding myself not to get
caught ill the trap, to become embroiled in my ambitions as yet
undefined and a rapture with status at the expense of a truly human
persuasion toward dealing with every individual as a human being,
me to him or her, they to me. I live very wary, because I know the
frustrations are enormous, and the tendency great to slip into the
other consciousness, to stop fighting. I have to train myself, to
discipline myself, to work not just at learning, 'but at learning to
change a situation or relationship. To manipulate, to use, to apply,
but not, I repeat NOT for its own sake; rather, for the sake of
getting something (I don't know just what yet) done. I guess this
means I want to achieve things, in a very concrete sort of way. OK,
i accept. But let's not justthink about it, let's move.
With this in mind, I want to talk about our American system of
education: or as it was called by Nicholas von Hoffman in The Post
last month, "The Academic Star System: Route to the Prize of
Prizes." People say it's easy to be critical from the outside, but I
insist that it is yet easier still to remain uncritical· and complacent
from the so-called inside. While ['rnnot-a
lawyer, I find too few
lawyers willing and capable of self-analysis and criticism of their
performances for people and the public interest. I see job security
'and I admire that ambition;. I see self-regulated fee schedules.and
I-as a client and as a service professional-become
outraged. Does
the profession require wealthy members to achieve dignity and
respect? Should It? This is just one aspect of the 'class-oriented
society which fosters the academic star system of 'education. It cause, In the beginning, though,' Vociferous, . committed. There that is the price to pay for
, represents the basis of the stratification in our society, where the at least my o~n beqinninq in ~he. ' was no joy and only when the All-American beauty
in the
professional sits on or near the top and, through union-like A struggle, radical rhe~onc w~lch Ylppies . came
from
their middle of January. As the time
structures (thoug~ muchmore legitimate. for a number of.re,.a~ons" pac~d' the ",lJYa~ ~It~ racIsm! .. Lampoon-style ,frolic on the came for the parade to begin,
!o Americars. as a whole) Iike"t~e. ABA a~d the' AMA, eniienches ' 'fascls~
:sexlsm seemed, other side of town were there, more police arrived. Those of us
itself and'shrctly limits access iri order to keep demand high and 'humorous. Only Rube Goldberg any antics.. They, were out of -in 'front were armed with only
remunerative benefits higher still. This kind of a system serves itself could
have
ma~ched
the place. The police were nervous, our signs and banners. The Pride
to a great extent: hence the use of the term parasitic.
convoluted connectlon~ stru.ng openly, disdainful. One stentor
In G--force could not handle the
What about our ,system of education? To paraphrase von tog~ther by the poler:lISts ~Ith
kept threatening to cut off our fact that one demonstrator had
Hoffman, we have groomed our brightest children for success, l.e., t~elr bull horns and tinv VOices, feet. if ' they hung .over the climbed atop the lamp post and
honors, advancement, wealth. But at what price? The theory is that
SIX years later, there was no sidewalk. He wore the wan smile managed to stay there during the
the greatest benefit will come to the, Arnerlcanpeople
on the .rnore humor. All that had come and twitch of a pervert. A young duration,
despite
incredible
trickle-downbasis.
Ihve subsidize.the geniuses,we~1I get the b~nefit . down at home,all that had been black cop assured us that .the
(See PARADE, p. 6)
by Linda Auerbach

a

.,.ar~

of their inventions andexpertise: they'll find the CURE. Baloney.: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
As an example, von 'Hoffman cites a certain gentleman· wlth an '.' '
M.D. and a Ph.D., who had just become the nation's 42nd winner of
the Nobel Prize for medicine. Millions of children started first grade; ."
at the same time; through the years, all had fallen by the wayside, ' •
as, one by one, through first high school, then college, then· •
postgraduate school, and finally beyond, he had outdone all of •
them to win the prize of all prizes, the highest honor.
•
In the academic star system, he is a superstar. But while his work
in itself may ~ extraordinary, the manner in which he achieved it is.
hardly exceptional. The star system, or as I would address it, the.
development
of,
professional
specialization
and
expertise..,.credential·building-means
the fundamental assumption
.,
that furthering technology and scientific advances is dependent
•
upon ~ur discovery and cultivation of the genius. It.stems from the •
educational structure of every major nation with one exception.
•
This same system pervades not just England and Germany, but India
and even Russia, every inch as thoroughly. Perhaps in the Soviet •
Union,the career of the winner would be more than identical: the •
stars are chosen earlier there, the paths programmed. What happens •
to the ordinary man? More importantly, what happens to all of the
people, who are mostly ordinary??
One nation operates on a different theory from the genius-star .•
system, or the trickle-down
theory. The core of its operation is •

,
.,
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LONG COURSE: March 3 - May 12, 1973
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Accelerated course:, May 26 -June 23,1973
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•

"
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slmple:~
~remis~Inismind.
t~at action
i.sunder:taken
benefit
of.
the entireth~
citIzenry
FollOWing
thiS logic,with
the the
system
is run
by the people (and for the people) whom it is designed to benefit.
•
The difference may seem thin. It is the difference between •
increasing food production on the one hand and feeding more.
people adequately on the other. It is the serious and humble
(See EDUCATION, p.7)
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Editorial

Random View of Redskin/and
by Arthur lesenger

Reforming the
Star System
Of all the controversies that have swirled around
the National Law Center in the past few years grade
reform has been the issue which has been the
continuing focus of student discontent. Other
controversies come and go: faculty tenure, calendar
reform, U.L.I., minority recruitment; but over the
years "grades" seem to have crystallized into a
rock-hard kernel of student discontent, the ascendant
topic of our conversations,
and an almost
pathological fixation which threatens to crowd out all
of our other thoughts and concerns. The center of
our universe becomes not the "Law" or even law
school, but the little glass-enclosed cabinets in which
are encased our scorecards in the big game. How can
we be otherwise than sad that in this wounded
sinking world of ours we choose to pour out so much
of our valuable and irreplaceable energies into a
concern that, in the overall scheme of things, ought
to be so unimportant. And yet, as a glance through
the back issues of the Advocate will indicate, more of
us have devoted our time and thoughts to the issue of
grades than to any other concern. Who can deny, as
Paul Beck suggests in his article in this issue, that we
are all victims of the "academic star system."
And so it was with surprise that we read the results
of the SBA Grade Reform Committee questionnaire
that indicated that of the 700 responding students,
36% favor no change in our present grading system or
very little change. Only 42% favored either total
change or minor changes. Of the changes proposed,'
56% favored the use of a grading system that would
essentially require professors to differentiate student
performance into a large number of categories that
would cause the same sort of shading of student
ach ievement that has been attacked for so long as
arbitrary and irrational (22% favored numbers, 15%
favored A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, and 19% favored A, B,
C, D, etc.l Thus a majority of the students responding
favored the retention of a multi-bin system (see
Jerome Doherty's article in the Dec. 6th issue of the
Advocate).
It would seem that there is no major ..
impetus behind a substantive change in the nature of
the present grading system.
Keeping this in mind, the survey also pointed to
several areas in which a large majority of students
desire changes. Some 68% favor the expansion of the
pass-fail option. The majority of those responding
favor some method of grade equalization, 60% feel
that class participation should effect the final grade,
the majority favor the return of term papers, and the
vast majority favor withholding grade unless the
student consents.
We all certainly owe a debt of gratitude to Fred
Souk's Grade Committee for composing and
conducting one of the most fair and complete student
surveys that we have seen in some time (the grade
committee, composed almost entirely of night'
students, is one of the most active and hard-working
of the SBA Committees and will again publish a grade
survey this semester). While their questionnaire
indicated that changes are desired and must be made,
the survey also indicates that a student mandate for a
really substantive change in the nature of the grading
system is lacklnq.
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victory over Dallas they prayed
returning
to
the.
Much has happened since the after
Advocate's last publication. The lockerroom before celebrating.
end of the war, the death of our People viewing this event, which
last
two
former
surviving was broadcast over nationwide
television had mixed reactions.
presidents,
President
Nixon's
felt
uneasy,
others
inaugural
address
and
the Some
criticized it as a publicity stunt,
counter
inaugural
and still others thought the
demonstrations,
mass shootings
and
heightened
. terrorist
prayer had no place to be
associated with this sport. Even
activities.
many newspaper reporters who
It appears that the problems
found
themselves
of the 1960's will continue to attended.
confused when these hearty and
have a deep and solemn effect
upon the American people for sporting men knelt and gave
prayer. Some reporters joined in,
some time to come. Without
know if they
being overly optornistic
the others didn't
should or were expected to. 'In
problems appear to be solvable.
The answer: well it's not big and this columnist's eye it was a
bigger government
or more truly remarkable event. It was a
expensive . and flashy social team expression of unity, a
programs. It is alot of individual' highly personal and dramatic
moment that formalized their
effort,
self
discipline
and
responsibility.
Today,
the effort. George" Allen deserves
general trend is to beat the rap much credit for the production
of this type of team. He is a
"and pass the buck. It. is evident
good man for Washington" to
everywhere. Imagine the defense
"avoiding the greater harm" as have around.
The fall semester has passed
justification for the Watergate
and" so has. the post-Christmas"
break in! That attorney ought to
exam. It'll probably be back
be laughed out of court if not
after a few class turnovers when
clear out of town.
pressure
of
early
Anyway this isn't the way it the
becomes
should . be ....Things won't get examinations
intolerable. Eventually it" will
better until attitudes change and
especially come when exam time
people take a more responsible
attitude to what they say and what
draws near. It will be more
comforting to think that a post
they do. Until that happens just
expect more of the same.
exam schedule is better, i.e.
On a lighter side, one of the
postpone the inevitable.
most notable recent local events
For those students who are
employed, or"who have interests
was the Washington Redskins
beyond class such as Law
winning a place in the Super'
Review' and/or moot court, the
Bowl. During their preparation
early' exams will add pressure
for Green Bay and through their
where'
no
more
can
be
victory over Dallas the people of
accommodated, or it will force the
this area. were able to unite and
exercise of steeper discretion in
commonly enjoy their successes.
involvement in outside activities.
The team brought life and
Of course, the early exams
community
pride
in their
will at least bring three weeks
attempt
for
world
. vacation and possibly southern
championship.
sunshine. But let's see how long
The team and George Allen
it's wanted:
deserve a lot of credit. It was
The' topic of, exams brings to
truly a remarkable commentary
mind another matter. This past
on the character of the team
semester student. numbers were
when after their undoubted

issued for identification
in
grading rather than a student's
name. The idea behind this
device is that it promotes a
system
of
fairness
and
eliminates
the possiblity of
prejudice entering into the grade
process ..
The idea is fine, but this
method of using a student's
identification
number
potentially defeats the whole
purpose
of
the
scheme.
Everybody
knows
that
if
anyone,
not just a professor
wanted to find out sorneorm's
number, there are a number of
places where it can be acquired.
The registrar of the university
does not classify the information
-- it is available to anyone who
requests it.
If this idea and scheme of
grading is to truly be effective,
the only way to accomplish it is
to have special exam numbers
printed and assigned to each
student.
The
administration
would be responsible for the
assignment and would keep the
records' of the numbers and
names. A professor' would only
be able to find out a student's
exam 'number
after he has
submitted his raw grade scores
of the entire class to the
administration who would then
record the grade and return the
listing .of the student's name
. with the assigned exam number.
Then' in conforming with the
school's policy, the professor
would then adjust the grades
'within his or her discretion. By
this procedure, a student could
be assured that his exam effort
was given fair and impartial
consideration. Since the scores
would be previously recorded,
prejudice or favoritism would be
virtually eliminated. However,
by the present system no actual
safeguard
exists.
For
the
purposes of the current method
"to be accomplished, the system
outlined
above . is a more
adequate alternative •.
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Vietnam Tragedy--- Act III
by Judy Armatta
Act II of the Vietnam
Tragedy is over. We hope. In Act
i .the French added to the
miseries of that small country
and then got out. After the
second world war, the United
States
jumped
in
and.
contributed its share. Now, that
period is ending. Whether peace
will ever come to that ravaged
land is unknown. The future of
Vietnam is uncertain, but for the
moment Americans feel relieved
of a burden which' has cost them
dearly
in
lives,
money,
reputation,
and stability
at
home. Somehow we must pick
up the pieces, too, and try for"
better things.
The President said little in
announcing
the end of the
Vietnam War about binding our
wounds, forgiving one another,
and striving to act humanely to
our fellow human beings. Those
who
have
protested
U.S.
involvement for. so long and
done much to change this
countr v's
attitude
about
Vietnam were not mentioned in
the President's speech. Nor was
anything
said of those whose
consciences forced them to leave
this country, to refuse to kill
and be killed in a senseless cause.
Of course, that was not to be

expected of Richard Nixon. He
has never acknowledged
the
tragedy
or senselessness of
dissipating our national wealth
(human
and
monetary)
to·
devastate
a small
country
halfway around the world in the
name of democracy. Even in his
welcomed and longed-for-speech
he maintained that we had won
a peace with honor, that we had
preserved
the
right
to
self-determination for the South
Vietnamese people. (There is
something to comparing Thieu's
view of democracy with Mr.
Nixon's)
But what will happen to that
poor little country, devastated
because of America's certainty
in the rightness of its ideas and
way of life? Millions of people
have died, millions of others are
homeless and without families.
In many places the land is no
longer fruitful and won't be for
many, many years. The South
Vietnamese people are still ruled
by a corrupt dictatorship. The
American presence will soon be
gone: a presence which both
corrupted the people and gave
them a new economic base in
providing for the needs and
wants of foreign troops.
What of the political prisoners
held in the South? As the

fighting-war supposedly
ends,
Thieu has set about imposing
stricter controls over dissent in
the country we have saved for
democracy. Even as a cease fire
neared, he issued a statement
that the fighting would have to
go on because the North
Vietnamese were planning to
ignore
it.'
Whatever
the
intentions
of
the
North
Vietnamese such a statement is
'10
way to secure peace. It
becomes self-fulfilling prophecy
or
rationale on which to base
further military activities.
Whatever happens in Vietnam
in the future it is their business.
Hopefully, the leaders of the
world
will remember
that.
Whatever assistance or advice
might
be
given
the
tWO
competing . governments
it
should
be
done
in
an
international forum. Hopefully,
the' conferences which folloW
the withdrawal of U.S. trooPs
can work on that problem and
insure all of Southeast Asia a'
chance to grow and prosper in
its own way, to make use of its
resources for the benefit of its
own people. Hopefully, the U.S.
won't station large numbers of
troops
in
Thailand
(not
mentioned
in the withdrawal.
(See VIETNAM, p. 6)
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Letters to the Editor

Advice from
The Lawlorn

More on Grades

by David Wantel '
B-52s of professorial power.
Jhey are also the means to an
Send your questions and
equitable end. For example,
problems by Campus mail to:
recently a professor with a first
AD VICE
FROM
THE
rate reputation taught a course
LAWLORN, Dr. David Wontel,
for the first time. Realizing that
The Advocate, Harlan-Brewer
he had failed to get the material,
House, c/o AI Weiner. The
across he made it up to his
Campusmailbox is on the first
students with high grades. Other
floor
of
the
law
faculty
members have been
school.
known to give low prades' to
**
keep the size of their seminars
Dear
Dr.
Wontel,
down, while still others, who
The breakfast sponsored by
have found students flocking to
the
law school to welcome new
alternate sections of the same
course, have given higher grades students was really great! It
to avoid the embarrassment of really started the year off right
for me. This is such a big school
tumbleweed
rolling
through
that
it is often hard to, get to
their classrooms. '
know your professors on a
personal basis. I especially want
Might I suggest to those who
to meet Dean Creamer. Can you
would reform the grading system
tell
me
when
my
next
that they also' consider these
opportunity
will b~ '"to meet
functions
and
what would
him?
happen to all of us if they were
Excited 1st Year Student
eliminated.
Cliff Fridkis
Dear Excited,
You can next meet Dean
Creamer at a social occasion in
the Spring of 1975. At that time
there is a party sponsored by the
Dear Editor,
faculty honoring the graduating
In the aftermath of Dave Cooper's article on BUS STOP's lawsuit
third year law students. If you
against A. B. & W. Transit, I feel obligated to clear the air of idle
miss this chance, wait until the'
allegations and to present some facts.
,summer of 1975 when you can
Let me begin by saying that there are many people who share
shake the Dean's hand at your
BUS STOP's belief that exhaust emissions from diesel-powered
graduation.
buses pose a' serious environmental problem. Just ask anyone who
Mr. Doherty's article A View
of the Function of Grades
(Advocate,
Dec. 6), giving
feedback
to
students
and
facilitation of the hiring process
as the two purposes of grades,
was good as far as it went, but
surely
grades
serve
other
functions.
For, the students grades are
the
money
of
academic
materialism; they are something
to strive for, for those who need
it. Grades also serve to facilitate
self-doubt and guilt for those
who are into that. Further, they
serve to establish the academic
pecking order, defining roles
both withirithe
classroom and
without. Some of the anxiety of
first year is due, no doubt, to
not knowing whether to play the
part,
of
scholar
or
don't-reaIlY-car'e.
the
Equally
relevant .Js
function they serve for the
faculty. Grades are first the

BUS ,STOP Rebutted'

has been stuck in traffic behind a bus if he thinks that buses
contribute significantly to air pollution, and he will probably
answer with an emphatic "YES!" Certainly the people who would
defend the bus as being only a minor cause of the pollution problem
are indeed few and far between.
I feel that the best way to illustrate the actual role of the bus in
contributing to air pollution is to present the following statistical
data comparing exhaust emissions of spark-ignition engines with
exhaust emissions of' bus diesel engines. I The figures are given in
parts per million:
SOURCE: P:T. Sherwood & P.H. Bowers, "Air Pollution from Road
Traffic-A Review of the Present Situation," Road Research Labs,
National Technical Information Service, p.3
SparkIgnition
Engines

POLLUTANT
IDLE ACCELERATE CRUISE DECELERATE
CO 69000
29000
27000
39000
Hydrocarbons
5300,
1600
1000
10000
Nitr. Oxides
30
1020
,650
20
Aldehydes
30
20
10
290
CO

Diesel
Bus

Engines

Hydrocarbons
Nitr. Oxides
Aldehydes

Trace
400
60
10

1000
200
350
20

Trace

Trace

100
240
10

300
30
30

***

Dear Dr.' Wontel,
I am absolutely fed up with
an, individual in one of, my
classes Who is on an ego trip. He
wastes
class
time
telling
everyone ,everything in his little
mind so that he can impress the
professor, What can , do?
Wondering
Dear Wondering,
,
If you only have this problem
in one of your classes, my
suggestion is that you count
your blessings.

***
Dear lawyer Wontel,
While in a certain professor's
office yesterday, I was shocked
to see' that he had over five
hundred 'of
the law school
I ibrary's
books.
When
questioned
about
this, the
professor told me that he had
some of the books for over two
years. Is this right? What can be
done about this?
A. Reader

As the above table clearly shows, diesel-powered buses do
contribute to the air pollution problem, but they are not nearly as
significant a menace as are autornobiles., Furthermore; present
diesel-emissions fall well within the so-called stringent standards set
for 1975.
,But, we have not addressed the entire problem. What about that
telltale obnoxious odor which characterizes exhaust from buses and
diesel-powered vehicles in general? Is this bad smell indicative of
Some serious albeit presently unidentified air pollutant?
Dear Reader, ,
A surprising amount of research has been done in this area, the
Your complaint was referred
findings of which can best be summed up as follows (SOURCE: to the Simulated Bar Association
Wm. F. Marshall, "Diesel Emissions Reinventoried," U.S. Dept. of (S.B.A.) Committee
on the
the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 1971, pJ6.):'
Library,
who
issued
the
No instrument technique has yet been found which
following
statement
after
can replace the human" nose as a diesel-exhaust odor
conducting over fifty hours of
evaluator.
To increase, the ,objectivity
of odor
hearings and seventy hours of
evaluations, the Bureau used a panel of odor judges
research on the subject:
rather than an individual nose. Replacement of a human
"We,
your
student
panel' by an instrument is not feasible unless or until the
representatives of the S.B.A., are
odorants have been determined.
'always
proud to serve the
The use of empirical correlations between odor
student
body, and after a
intensity and levels of other exhaust components has
thorough investigation we find
been considered. Although there appeared to be a fairly
that a deplorable situation exists
good correlation between HC and odor levels for some
that allows faculty members to
of the engines tested, there was by no means a good
, hoard library books and thereby
correlation for all engines tested. Odor levels do not
deny the student body access to
seem to correlate with CO or NOx levels. The use of
a quality education. On the
'multiple correlations does not yield satisfactory results.
other hand, we also fully realize
In, other words. diesel exhaust gives off an odor which may be 'and appreciate the vital needs of
offensive, but it has yet to be proven toxic per se.
the faculty. So, it must be
In conclusion, I would hope that with these facts in mind more
understood
that the faculty
people will develop at least a more tolerant attitude toward buses needs the constant use of these
and will not exaggerate their importance as a contributing factor to
materials if they are to do
the air pollution problem. And as for the students who frequent the
research, prepare for classes and
National Law Center, next time the buses line up across the street
publish.' If all the students will
for the rush hour, count them as blessings! Things could be worse; just pitch in and help out, this
You could have eight cars idling across the street instead of eight problem can be solved."
buses.
.
Joseph F. Pripusich
(See lAWlORN, p. 7)

Rock Aligned with
The Sexual Revolution

by Jeff Menick
Ever since CBS first refused to show the wriggling pelvis of
Presley on the Sunday Sullivan Spectacular, Rock 'n Roll has
been closely aligned with the so-called sexual revolution in this
country and around the world.
The sexuality of the music has been sometimes blatant
and
sometimes subtle, and has been a source of its
continuing vitality _as well as a threat to those of the "older
generation" who are offended by the music of the lyrics.
Strangely ..or perhaps not so strangely, most of the rock sex
symbols have been male, with a certain combination of
machismo and fey appeal - witness Presley, McCartney and
Jagger. The women seemed to have been left behind,
relegated to the kind of music one tends to categorize as
"pop" but not rock. A female vocalist could achieve fame and
fortune as long as she fit the mold of the vocalist backed by an
orchestral type setting. Witness Barbra Streisand.
In fact three of the more pleasant albums of the end of '72
were in exactly that vein. Helen Reddy has given Capitol
Records their first million selling single in more than five years'
with '" Am Woman," and the album of the same name is a
delightfully pleasant musical concoction, including songs by
Kenny Rankin, Leon Russell, Don McLean, and the like.
And therein lies some of the problem. Yes, she wrote "I Am
Woman" along with R. Burton, who is probably a man, and
while it is being hailed as an anthem of Women's Lib, I don't
think it reflects anything more than the fact that Ms. Reddy is
a talented vocalist who can work well within the commercial
vein that has proved traditionally successful in the past for
women in music.
la Streisand, too, does much the same thing on her Live
Concert at the Forum (Columbia 31760), recorded at a
McGovern Benefit last summer. She sings some of her greatest
hits - People, Don't Rain On My Parade, and On A Clear Day.
She also uses songs by such women song writers as Carole King
(Where You lead) and Laura Nyro's "Stoney End." But like
Helen Reddy, Streisand in working in a pretty traditional
framework. She happens to be a superstar, even if her record
sales are not one of Columbia's big boasts.
Bette Midleris the latest crazy character to come out of
New York in that same mold. She began appearing on the
Carson show while back, and became semi-famous to those
Who give a damn because she sang at the 'baths, a
sauna-curn-niqhtclub for.New York'schi-chi gay set. She, like
Judy Garland before her, has captured that milieu and become
their darling. And she is a dynamite performer. Her, act is %
camp, ~ craziness, % put-on and scads of talent.

a

·I&~I

The Divine Miss M only captures the aural portion of her
performance, and that is only half the show, but it's well
worth the shekels for the vi!lYI. (Atlantic 7238)
I have, however, digressed from my theme. I have enjoyed
all of these albums. I think these people are very talented and
will continue to be successful at exploiting the framework of.
their work. It is the limits ofthose frames that are bothersome.
however, and there are two other recent albums that I think
are much more important in terms of what has been attempted
by the women involved.
Marlo Thomas, in conjunction with Ms. Magazine, Bell
Records, and a very talented crew of musical and comedy stars
like Diana Ross, Harry Belafonte, Carol Channing, Tom
Smothers, Rosey Grier and Dick Cavett, have put out an
album of songs for children of all ages called "Free To
Be... You and Me."
While the album doesn't always work well as a musical or
comedy entity, it is noteworthy for the effort it makes to
break down stereotypes. I think those of you who are parents,
or aunts and uncles, will definitely want to try this on those
young people who are close to you.
For example, Mel Brooks and Marlo do a bit about a
conversation between two newborn infants Who are trying to
determine which sex they are. Naturally Brooks is sure Marlo
is a boy and he is a girl, since Marlo is bald, but when the nurse
comes to change their diapers, well. ..
Then to listen to Carol Channing rap about housework, and
the TV commericals for cleaning products, concluding with
the sagacious advice that the only way to enjoy it is to do it
together, is a real crackup. Rosey Grier, who can't sing at all,
but does try hard (there may be hope for me. yet) tells all the
little boys that "It's All Right to Cry."
This song, along with "Parents Are People" and "Glad to
Have a Friend Like You" were written by one of the most
musically talented of the women in the project. Carol Hall.
She has at least one album out on Elektra records, and her
three songs here are the strongest on the album.
But this is not an album to buy for the music. This is a very
human effort to allow children to maintain the freedom they
are born with and to try to avoid stereotyping, role playing
and classification. The theme is embodied in the title. "Free to
Be... You and Me" and I can only add a hearty Right On.
Toni Brown and Terry Gartwaite are the moving forces
behind a rock group known as the Joy of Cooking. They write
the group's material, sing lead and play guitar and piano. They
sing down home funky, and have turned me.on since their first
album a couple of years ago.
(see MENICK, p, 7)
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Viet Nam, from p. 4

.Parade, from p. 3',

Time For Reconstruction
provisions) or send ships to helped in many other relief
patrol
the
coastlines
of efforts since its inception during
Southeast
Asia.
Whatever World War II. It was originally
patrolling needs to be done started to aid Greek victims of
should
be. done
by
the the Nazi occupation. While its
international committee which thrust in recent years has been
will oversee the cease fire.
assisting development projects, it
President Nixon did promise participated in the Bangladesh
to aid the South Vietnamese in Relief and reconstruction effort
reconstructing
their war-torn
and became known in the U.S.
country. But what of North for that work. OXFAM will now
Vietnam which our bombs have direct itself towards obtaining
so widely devastated? Can we say funds
that
are needed
in
we owe nothing to those people,
Vietnam. It has already sent a
to the people made homeless or small grant to South Vietnam
lame or worse? By the terms of and has a representative in the
the agreement
we do not North.
recognize North Vietnam. -Does
As I sit before my electric
this mean there ":Viii be no typewriter in my comfortable
assistance for them?
apartment, enjoying many of the
I do not advocate direct U.S. material benefits of our society,
aid to either North or South
I can't
help
but
feel a
Vietnam.
Aid rarely comes tremendous obligation towards
without strings, or without a the people of Vietnam. Sure,
number of advisors telling those
I've protested the war for nearly
receiving the aid how to use it. 10 years. I even withheld my
There should be an international
telephone tax as a small, but
effort to reconstruct
all of useless protest, knowing that
Vietnam supported financially in those .dollars went directly to
large part by the U.S. After the war effort. But a far greater·
World War" the U.S. did much amount
of my income tax
to put Germany and Japan back dollars went to support that war.
on their feet and those nations
My money helped kill people
were the aggressors. How much and destroy their homeland. I
more do we owe to a people can't erase that. I can 'only
who never threatened the U.S.? accept it and my responsibility'
United
Nations
Secretary
to help them in any small way I
General
Kurt Waldheim has can.
That
doesn't
mean
. demonstrated his willingness to travelling to Vietnam to tell
put the machinery of the UN to them
what to do. They've.
work
in
collecting
and proved themselves 'a strong and
channeling
funds
for. the dedicated'
. and . resourceful
reconstruction. There are some people.
They
don't
need'
private groups which· are already',' Americans,; but they will need-.
seeking funds for Vietnamese
money. New hospitals,' roads,
reconstruction. Two have come. -schools must be built. Families
to my attention. The National must be reunited and houses
Com mit tee
for
the
provided for them. Businesses;
Reconstruction of Vietnam is a must be constructed and given a
group operating out of Berkeley, chance to grow. Farming will
California. OXFAM, with an have to start again on a more
office here in Washington, has stable
basis.
The
people

themselves will need expensive
medical treatment - to heal the
disfigurements, to allow them to
live
and
work
in
a
peaceful world.
Americans owe them a good
deal.
The
modern
war
technology of our country has
caused
them
unimaginable
suffering. It is only right that
some of the wealth of this
country should be offered to the
Vietnamese people.
Students are not always in the
best position
to contribute
money, but it seems to me th is
situation calls for some sacrifice.
Perhaps the pain and malaise in
the U.S. can in some small way
be assauged by supporting the
reconstruction
efforts. Perhaps
the people of this country can
once again join together by
acting out of love, not hate and
fear. It would be good to be
proud of this country and its
people once again.
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maneuverings by the police. At. I was able to move on. My
one point, they backed a paddy
political statement
had been
wagon against the lamp post and turned around, the power of the"
two bruisers climbed atop the club
had
reinforced
our
truck, menacing their clubs.. powerlessness. Maybe it was a
When the protestor refused to day for another march.
move, we cheered.
It was
Maybe the multitudes could
something the police could not make a statement where we
handle. (In a large group such as could not on the corner of 14th
we were, coming together out of and Pennsylvania. The numbers
diverse
reasons,
with
a- gathered on the monument
semblance of an immediate goal, grounds were staggering. The
there are those who will use spirit there was strong, but
tactics
which
cannot
be , somehow there was no urgency.
approved by an entire group .. The War had brought the People
There were many I could not to the streets once again. But
condone and spoke out. But the there was a complacency in the
fact that there will be those with speakers. The movement which
whom you disagree should not was born in the struggle against
prevent your own actions. There the War,mothered by the Civil
is
the
responsibility
to Rights- demonstrations and civil
distinguish your actions from disobedience
was
being
others if necessary, but there is eulogized. Philip Hart, hailed as .
always the responsibility to act.) a champion of the cause, a man
Before the president' passed, whose conscience
had. been
the press adoringly covered us. turned around, bellowed from
They acted contemptibly in my the microphone his hopes that
mind. Atone point some man the American People would
with a huqe camera asked us to never again .have '.to .amass to
gesture a common obscenity at protest. If his hopes were pinned
the camera. That cameraman on the ending of the War, he was
should have stayed to cover the. wrong. The movement does have
Yippies and their float on 8th work to do; its diligence cannot
Street. Dick and Pat passed, fail.
From
the· start,
the
waving to the empty windows of movement
should
have
the buildings so as not to look at addressed itself to the workers,
the
street. . They
did not the young
outside
of the
acknoWledge us. But they had to campuses and. the old. The War' .
have heard us. Agnew went by in fueled rnany' evils and fed on its
his bullet-proofdome
car. After own placenta of racism and
five hours of waiting,it
was fascism. The movement, instead
over. The press disappeared and of being kindled on Saturday to
the group from' Jacksonville mass again and again when
f'j Florida'
'"disbanded.t< Without· conscience dictated, and to start
• warning, without cause (although grass,roots politicizationto
win
· later-in the Red Cross tent I was back our communities, was told
told that some demonstrators in the job had beencompleted. The,
the rear had thrown oranges at war was coming to an end; they
the president's car - a chicken said, and. we could all pat
tactic
in
the
best
of' ourselves
for
bringing __ the
revolutionary
traditions),
the victory. We took too long. The
police moved in. Those of us-in peace is without honor. And the
front were clubbed and maced. country is in ever greater danger
There was no place to go, no . of being rendered asunder, not
place to move. So the clubs kept . by the divisiveness ot the
· coming. Finally we were able to protestors, but by the calm,
break from the front lines, .but complacent
workings
of· a
were not able to run very far political - legal 'system which
since the police had stationed
lacks a mass movement to keep
themselves behind us. Someone it just; There is work to be done.
from the Red Cross picked me .... No peace which is not
up as I was about to faint. peace for ail, no rest until all has
Awhile later, revived, though been fulfilled ..
shaken, enraged and embittered,
D. Hammarskjold
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'Boom Boom' Ignites Atlanta Flames
than

by Howard Rosenthal

fans,

that lofty goal, they are clearly

Some hockey fans will pay to
see anything labeled "NHL," 'as
the attendance
at Islanders'
home games has indicated, but
fans in most cities have largely
ignored the new league. Half the
WHA franchises are located in
cities which also have NHL
teams, and they have proven to
be little competition for the
established league.
The
WHA
has had
a
significant impact on the NHL,
however, although it is not
reflected in box office receipts.
The new league's player raids
have dramatically altered the
rosters of several NHL teams,
most notably Boston, Toronto,
and california.
The Bruins,
previously the best team in
hockey, are- now merely one of

attracting

hockey

the best of the ten teams created
since 1967:
Unlike
St.
Louis,
who
achieved early respectability by'
using aging stars, and collapsed
when
thev
retired,
and
Minnesota,
whose
present.
success is also largely the result
of its reliance on veterans, the
Sabres have built their team
around a few young stars. Gil
Perreault, Rick Martin, and Jim
Schoenfeld all joined the Sabres
directly out of junior hockey,
and are already among the
team's most important players.
The Sabres can be expected to
continue to improve as their
. young players mature, and may
ultimately
fulfill
Imlach's
prediction.

Education, from p. 3
difference in the focus of the effort: the definition of the result.
One is abstract, definitely measurable; the other is more demanding.
more human, down to earth. The other is China.

Prior to post-Cultural Revolution China, there was a star system
The' surprising success of the
there, too. William Hinton's piece in Monthly Review, entitled
IAtlanta Flames in their first
"Hundred
Day War: The Cultural Revolution at Tsinghua
eason in the National Hockey
University," published last July, affords a unique and informative
League . (NHL)
should
be
picture of the current state of Chinese education and its vast
encouraging to hockey fans in
changes in the past six years. Professor rung Lin-hsiu was groomed
his area, who are awaiting the
under the old system. After completing his engineering studies in
1974 debut
of
an
NHL
the Soviet Union, he was presented three gifts which foretold of his
expansion team at the new arena
academic future in the "star system": a leather case to keep his
in Largo, Md.
thesis
within; a box to house the medals and prizes he would win;
Much of the Flames' success
and a leather cash money wallet. rung returned to Peking and
can be attributed
to the
Tsinghua University, China's leading scientific school. Founded by
coaching of Bernie "Boom
Americans, it had remained a remarkably Westernized institution
Boom" Geoffrion, who has kept
long after they'd quit the scene and the Maoists had come to power.
the team in strong contention
The evidence of the star system was incontrovertible: the years
for a playoff spot all season
between entrance and graduation lengthened (please compare to the
long, despite the fact. that the
American Way); the children of the new ruling class were the first
team is composed primarily of
and easiest admittees; the teaching and course matter suffered from
fringe players and minor league
the sort of useless inapplicability often called "irrelevant" here in
veterans. Goaltendingis
the
America by the young hippie-revolutionaries while the faculty at
Flames' only strong position,
Tsinghua played games that would beall too familiar to many of us.
with former Montreal Canadien
The NHL tonight resumes its .
Phil Myre and rookie Dan the better teams in a highly
One professor spoke of his textbooks which he himself had
.
C I
. regular .schedule, followinq the
Bouchard
performing
diluted league.
a ifornia, an
authored, much as an American career academician: "1 wrote to
All-Star break, with most teams
competently; Both are young
expansion team which never
.display my talents and demonstrate my learning. I used all those
still in contention for playoff
d
players who could remain in the
achieved even a mo icum of
formulas and those foreign quotes to inspire admiration ... Simple
berths. This limited degree of
National .Hockey League for
respectability in its first five
problems that could be explained with a few well-chosen sentences,
.
h I
parity is more the result of the
many years to come..,
seasons In t e eague, has been
I made complex ... " Nothing could be more true of my
-weakening
of
the
league's
The'
Flames'
unexpected
reduced to a Ievel of mediocrity
undergraduate days. This hidden language professors usually use
strongest
.
teams
than
the
achievements
are in marked
surpasse d only by t h e Islanders.
only among themselves reveals that much of what is studied, and
improvement
of
its
many
contrast to the performance of . The
Chicago
Black Hawks
how it is studied, and who studies it, are policy questions and social
. mediocre teams.
this year's other addition to the
without Bobby Hull are little
issues themselves. Americans busy themselves with their pretensions
league, the New York Islanders.
better than the best of the
The next phase of expansion,
to objectivity. This is a lie to others, but worse, it cheats our
The Islanders drafted a group of expansion clubs, and Toronto adding teams in Washington and children. One open example of this is the debate on allocations for
nonentities,. and then watched
without Bernie Parent isn't even Kansas City in 1974, will further our cancer research programs. The political motives behind some
some of their best players jump
that good.
dilute the league and continue to scientific decisions have been openly challenged. The argument has
to the new World Hockey
The
decline
of
these weaken' its strongest teams. In been advanced that is would be easier to prevent the disease than to
Association (WHA) rather than
established teams has made the such
a
diluted
league, attempt to 'cure it, but to do that might inconvenience the
play for the expansion club. As a improvement
of the Buffalo Washington's new team will have _ companies that create and spread the carcinogens which are killing
result, the Islanders may be the
Sabres even more impressive. an 'opportunity
to achieve a you and me.
worst team in - National Hockey
When the team was formed ln:degree
of
respectability
1970, general manager Punch relatively quickly, if it can avoid
Start asking some questions. Would the inhuman technology of
League history.
Imlach vowed that it would be the mistakes of many of its the assembly line be as it currently is if the engineers who devise it
The
Wo rl d
Hockey
the first expansion team to win predecessors
and follow the had to work as closely with the factory workers as they do with the Association has thus far . proved
the
Stanley
Cup.
While
the'
example
set;by
Buffalo andi" factory manaqersj". Would -our agricultural technology be so
more
successful
at signing
Sabres
are
still
far
from
reaching
Atlanta.
expensive if the geniuses who create it served the family farmer
players and'. winning lawsuits
rather than the agribusiness conglomerate? Our technology of
dozens of fields would work very differently if it was nurtured by
c
an academic system built upon different social and economic
assumptions.

Lawlorn,
from p. 5

Menick, from p. 5·

Women's Lib Rock,
Their latest effort is, 'of all things, a country album with all
but one of the songs written by Terry or Toni. Instead of
doing it with the rest of the Joy people, they traveled to
Nashville, hence the title, "Cross Country" (Capitol 11137).
Naturally, all of the backup people are men, but I'd kind of
like to know how Vassar Clements, Earl Scrugg's fiddle picker,
and Charlie McCoy reacted to making an album with these two
women. Loretta Lynnand Tammy Wynette, they sure ain't.
I believe both of them are from California, but that doesn't
negate the authenticity of their feel for country music. Again
categorization becomes uncomfortable, because while some of
this is "straight" country there is enough of a rocking feel
along with some bluegrass accompaniment to make this album
. appealing to anyone into comtemporary music, be it rock,
folk, country or bluegrass.
. What I feel is most important is that these two women are
able to experiment with different types of music, thatthey are
trying to grow musically and as people. They communicate to
many at different levels, and are expanding their role as
women involved in the music industry.
.Dolnq their own material, producing their own records,
leading a group and touring the country can be a drag for
'anyone, but they are reaching a level of success that had been
limited to men, until very recently. It's a very healthy sign.
.
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The Chinese started asking these questions almost ten years ago;
they answered "no" in a manner which will be shaking up the whole
planet for decades to come. Their Cultural Revolution overthrew
Dear Wontel,
the "academic mandarinate" at Tsinghua University. Admittedly.
I am absolutely fed up with
the struggle was at times cruel, even bloody, but for once let's look
on-e of rnv classes. . As an
at the result: a reorganized school very deserving of our closest
esteemed professor at this law
scrutiny.
school I expect my students to
Now, Tsinghua U. is crowded -with peasant and factory
use their minds and discuss
workers-people who know why they want to learn and with an eye
issues with me. In one of my
toward shaping their learning to a goal: self-sufficiency in meeting
classes this term I have only
the needs of the Chinese poeple. These students are using science
been able to
inspire one
and technology to serve the needs of their work and society in
individual fo engage in exciting
immediate and intimate ways, as von Hoffman has written.
verbal 'combat.
The
other
The Chinese apparently are not so busy with figuring out who is
students merely sit there and
on top of whom, but who is hungry and poorly clothed. They have
totally fail to impress me. They
ceased relying upon experts where common sense can solve
won't everr help me earn some
problems; their philosophy is that anyone can start doing a job, that
spare change by purchasing a
anyone is capable of learning. In just such a fashion, the Army
lifetime subscription to "Law
infantry endeavored to remove a tumor from a woman's stomach
Week." What's the matter with
when a team of doctors (old-line, naturally) refused because they
kids today?
said it was impossible. Nonsense, said the Army. who set about
learning the proper techniques and applying some imagination.
H.P. Greed
They removed a 35-lb. tumor from the woman, who today is a
,healthy and productive worker with a family of her own. So it goes
Dear Greed,
over there, inthe East.
.
They' aren't like' we were,
Let me recall von Hoffman's ending since it is so appropriate:
perfect in every way.
" ... we who live in a land of cancer, smog, angina pectoris and
* * *
urban renewal have made virtually no effort to bend our schools
Dear Dr. Wontel,
and our sciences to our wants. Our system of science for star
I am a first year woman law
professors and technology for the invention of injurious. vendable
student .and I am furious. Every
gismos 'rolls over a population that grows increasingly skeptical but
single time I go to the library,
is too intimidated to complain." Perhaps we should consider more
the male law students
are
than the frivolous pandas and the not-so-frivolous acupuncture.
constantly pestering me. They
Perhaps we ought to begin to take seriously, since we could Profit
keep trying to pick me up, and I from it, some of the ideas of the remarkable Chairman. We might
am sick and tired of this foolish
begin to doctor up our own sick and polluted needs, yes?
and childish behavior. Why does
The Chinese are moving,getting things done, meeting the needs
this
still
happen
to
of their 'people. They have hooked onto some very explosive little
"professiona Is"?
ideas and started a rather impressive social revolution. They are
Furious
creating a new man. This is not the changing of human nature, but,
rather, the changing of human environment. Something very
Dear Furious,
important is happening there. Why not borrow a little and do it up
It iS'difficult
for me to . right ourselves? We've always been a borrowing type of people
determine the exact motivation
anyway. I think we could learn a great deal from the Chinese about
for the behavior of others, but in ,human relations. I want to try. I have already learned that social
this instance I believe that it can
justice .cannot be created in a vacuum: it..must draw upon social
be attributed to the fact that ' equality, and the fundamental principle of social equality demands
you have ~ ye(y nice body •. , __ .."••economic justice in the conditions of the people's life. """
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